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Why not treat yourself
after your walk with
tea & cake from
Piglets’ café menu
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2.29  miles

Walking: 1hour

Walking boots
or wellies

Running: not suitable

3.69  km

To Paradise
& beyond

Walk title:

Borrow
wellies from
our Boot
Room
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other Essex
parish



1 Turn left out of Piglets gate & then almost immediately opposite is a
Public Footpath sign post. Take the footpath up the side of this large
�eld, about halfway up the �eld you will pass a lone tree, we call 
‘Paradise’, keep walking on, to the top of the �eld.

Then turn right along the bottom of the �eld which will take you to the
fringes Bluebell wood.

Turn right & then turn left down the side of the next �eld with the
hedge to the left side of you. 
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Turn left and walk down the �eld with Bluebell wood next to you on
your right.
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At the bottom of this �eld there is hidden in the small wooded spinney
a tree house & swing. Take the path to the left in front of the tree
house which will take you around a fenced meadow (usually with cows
inside) & follow the path along the north side of the fenced meadow. 
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When you reach the end of the cow meadow you can either continue
along the fenced area and into the village of Radwinter where you will
see the church in front of you. 
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Once you reach the small bridge which you would have seen on  your
way down, instead of going back the same way, continue straight up
the next �eld, turning right at the top.
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Then walk along the top of this �eld & rejoin the path back down to
Piglets by turning left & walking past ‘Paradise’ again.
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WALK # 1
Approx. 45 mins to1 hour (2.25 miles)

However if you want to return to Piglets then turn right for 20 yards or
so and then right again into a wooded tunneled path. Stay on this path
as it opens out into �elds again until it turns right down a small slope at
the end of the cow meadow & you will be back at the tree house. 

Then retrace your steps back up the �eld with Bluebell wood to your left
(alternaively you can try & navigate your way through Bluebell wood, but
it is not an easy treck.)

If you get lost or have a problem, call Piglets on 01799 599 800, or
Chrissie on 07730 953932 or Max 07733 103308
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